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ABSTRACT
As ammunition consists of energetic material, its performance will degrade over time due to ageing. Among the various types
VMHY[PSSLY`WYVQLJ[PSLZ[OLL_[LUKLKYHUNLZSLUKLYWYVQLJ[PSL^P[OIHZLISLLK\UP[))<L_OPIP[ZTVYLZPNUPÄJHU[KLNYHKH[PVU
JVTWHYLK[VV[OLYZ;OPZWHWLYKLZJYPILZ[OLZ[\K`[VPKLU[PM`[OLWYVIHISLMHJ[VYZ[OH[TPNO[HɈLJ[[OLWLYMVYTHUJLVM[OL
extended range slender projectile with BBU and the applicable lessons learnt. Data visualisation was adopted in this study
to better understand the trends and patterns of the projectile’s performance over the years.
Keywords: data visualisation, ammunition performance, 155mm artillery projectiles

INTRODUCTION
The artillery projectiles involved in this study are the 155mm
Z[HUKHYKHUKZSLUKLYWYVQLJ[PSLZ-PYPUNYLZ\S[ZZOV^ZPNUPÄJHU[
degradation in the ground impact dispersion of slender
projectiles as they age. The probable errors of the slender
WYVQLJ[PSLZMVYIV[OYHUNLHUKKLÅLJ[PVU^OPJOPZHUPUKPJH[PVU
of their consistency in dispersion, have degraded as much
HZ ZL]LU [PTLZ VM ^OH[ ^HZ YLNPZ[LYLK ^OLU [OL` ^LYL ÄYZ[
introduced into service. A data visualisation software (Power
BI Desktop) was used to help analyse the huge database
collected over the years. The software was useful in identifying
the probable causes of the projectile’s poor performance and
enabled the discovery of further insights.

BACKGROUND OF ARTILLERY
AMMUNITION SYSTEM
As illustrated in Figure 1, the 155mm artillery ammunition
system comprises primers, propelling charges, projectiles and
fuzes. The 155mm artillery ammunition is a separate loading
type, i.e. the loading of each complete round into the howitzer
requires three separate operations: loading the fuzed projectile,
the propelling charge and the primer.
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Figure 1. Artillery ammunition system loaded in gun chamber

>OLUHOV^P[aLYÄYLZ[OLÄYPUNWPUHJ[P]H[LZ[OLWYPTLY;OL
WYPTLY»Z ÅHTL PNUP[LZ [OL WYVWLSSPUN JOHYNLZ HUK NLULYH[LZ
hot gases to propel the projectile out of the barrel. The
performances of each ammunition component are measured
]PH ZL]LYHS WHYHTL[LYZ K\YPUN ÄYPUN [LZ[Z -VY L_HTWSL
projectile performance is monitored through the probable error
PU YHUNL 7,9 HUK WYVIHISL LYYVY PU KLÅLJ[PVU 7,+1, while
propelling charge performance is tracked through the standard
deviations of the muzzle velocities (MV). A pictorial illustration
VM[OLWYVQLJ[PSL»ZKPZWLYZPVUPUYHUNLHUKKLÅLJ[PVUPZZOV^U
in Figure 2.

-PN\YL;`WPJHSHY[PSSLY`WYVQLJ[PSL»ZKPZWLYZPVUPUYHUNLHUKKLÅLJ[PVU

The slender projectile was originally developed for use with the
39-calibre howitzer2. The projectile has a base bleed unit (BBU)
[VYLK\JLHPYKYHN^OLU[YH]LSSPUNPUÅPNO[:\IZLX\LU[S`[OL

POTENTIAL FACTORS AFFECTING
PROJECTILE PERFORMANCE

projectile was also used with the 52-calibre howitzer which has
a longer barrel to achieve a longer range. Figure 3 shows a
comparison of a slender projectile and a standard projectile.

The potential factors that could result in poor dispersion of the
projectiles are:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Inconsistent MV Due to Aged Propelling Charges
Malfunction of Aged Projectile BBU
Yawing of Projectiles
Other Inherent Factors

Inconsistent MV Due to Aged Propelling
Charges
;OL JVUZPZ[LUJ` VM [OL 4= YLSPLZ ZPNUPÄJHU[S` VU [OL
WLYMVYTHUJLVM[OLWYVWLSSPUNJOHYNLZ^OPJOTH`ILHɈLJ[LK
due to poor production control or ageing. The performance
VM [OL WYVWLSSPUN JOHYNL OHZ H ZPNUPÄJHU[ PTWHJ[ VU [OL

Figure 3. 155mm slender projectile (left) and standard projectile (right)

POOR PERFORMANCE OF SLENDER
PROJECTILE
Firing results of the slender projectile showed that the
KPZWLYZPVUVM[OLWYVQLJ[PSLOHZKLNYHKLKZPNUPÄJHU[S`IL`VUK
P[ZPUP[PHSHJJLW[HUJLZWLJPÄJH[PVUZV]LY[OL`LHYZZLL-PN\YL
4). Some projectiles had even fallen short of the target area by

projectile’s internal ballistics, i.e. from the moment the charge
is ignited to the moment when the projectile leaves the gun
IHYYLS 0UJVUZPZ[LU[ 4= VM [OL WYVQLJ[PSL ^V\SK KPYLJ[S` HɈLJ[
its dispersion in range, hence causing the PER to increase.
The standard deviation (SD) of the MV is used as a proxy to
represent the projectile’s internal ballistics performance.
Based on physics of motion, PER is expected to increase
consistently with MV SD. However, the graph of PER versus
4=:+VMZSLUKLYWYVQLJ[PSLPU-PN\YLZOV^ZHKP]LYNPUNLɈLJ[
instead.

HZT\JOHZ VM[OLPU[LUKLKÄYPUNKPZ[HUJL
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Note:
1) Each data point represents the PER and PED results of a group of 10 rounds.
2) One of the 10 rounds hit the gun’s muzzle brake upon exit, resulting in a dislodged driving band. This caused
WVVYKPZWLYZPVUPUKLÅLJ[PVU
5VYTHSPZLK7,9HUK7,+HYLL_WYLZZLKHZ7,9HUK7,+KP]PKLKI`[OLPYYLZWLJ[P]LHJJLW[HUJLZWLJPÄJH[PVU
-VYL_HTWSLH5VYTHSPZLK7,9VMTLHUZ[OH[P[Z7,9L_JLLKLKP[ZHJJLW[HUJLZWLJPÄJH[PVUI`[^V[PTLZ
4) Normalised Projectile Age is expressed as projectile age divided by projectile’s original shelf life.
Figure 4. Dispersion results of slender projectile

Note:
1) Each data point represents the PER results of a group of 10 rounds.
2) Normalised PER and MV SD are expressed as PER and MV SD divided by their respective acceptance
ZWLJPÄJH[PVU-VYL_HTWSLH5VYTHSPZLK7,9VMTLHUZ[OH[P[Z7,9L_JLLKLKP[ZHJJLW[HUJLZWLJPÄJH[PVUI`
two times.
-PN\YL,ɈLJ[VM4=:+VU7,9VMZSLUKLYWYVQLJ[PSL
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The graph of MV SD versus charge age was plotted to
KL[LYTPUL^OL[OLY[OLHNLPUNVMWYVWLSSPUNJOHYNLZHɈLJ[ZP[Z

ÅPNO[ 0[ ^V\SK UVYTHSS` I\YU MVY H[ SLHZ[  ZLJVUKZ ;OL
BBU comprises a solid propellant and an igniter to ensure the

performance and hence consistency of the MV. Figure 6 shows
that charges approaching the end of its nominal shelf life
exhibited inconsistent MV SD, with some even going beyond
P[ZHJJLW[HUJLZWLJPÄJH[PVUYLZ\S[PUNPUWVVYLYWLYMVYTHUJL

burning of the solid propellant after muzzle exit. Due to ageing,
the igniter may not be functional and the solid propellant may
also degrade and become susceptible to cracking. Cracks in
the solid propellant would cause erratic burning of the BBU
and reduce or vary its burn time.

Malfunction of Aged Projectile BBU
The BBU, which is located at the base of the projectile,
produces hot gases to reduce air drag when travelling in

High-speed videos captured on some of the projectiles near
muzzle exit showed evidence of inconsistent burning of BBU
as shown in Figure 7. This caused the projectile to experience
inconsistent air drag and hence large dispersion.

Note:
1) Each data point represents the MV SD results of a group of 10 rounds.
5VYTHSPZLK4=:+PZL_WYLZZLKHZ4=:+KP]PKLKI`P[ZHJJLW[HUJLZWLJPÄJH[PVU-VYL_HTWSLH5VYTHSPZLK
4=:+VMTLHUZ[OH[P[Z4=:+L_JLLKLKP[ZHJJLW[HUJLZWLJPÄJH[PVUI`[^V[PTLZ
3) Normalised Charge Age is expressed as charge age divided by charge’s original shelf life.
-PN\YL,ɈLJ[VMJOHYNLHNLVUWLYMVYTHUJLVMT\aaSL]LSVJP[`

-PN\YL7YVQLJ[PSLZPUÅPNO[^P[OJVUZPZ[LU[HUKPUJVUZPZ[LU[))<I\YUPUN
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The projectile age is used as a proxy to represent the age of
the BBU. As shown in Figure 8, which is a graph of PER versus

Yawing of Projectiles

projectile age, large variation in PER was observed for the
same projectile age as the projectiles get older.

;V IL[[LY \UKLYZ[HUK [OL WYVQLJ[PSL»Z ÅPNO[ [YHQLJ[VY` H OPNO

;V\UKLYZ[HUK[OLPUÅ\LUJLVMHNLPUNWYVWLSSPUNJOHYNLZHUK
malfunction of the aged projectile BBU, a graph of charge age
versus projectile age was plotted (see Figure 9) and the data
points were coloured according to its PER values. A larger PER
is indicated in red, while relatively smaller PER is indicated
in green. Based on the analysis above, poorer dispersion
is expected from a combination of aged charge and aged
projectile. However, Figure 9 shows that there are some points
(refer to points A and B) which show otherwise, thus indicating
[OH[ [OLYL HYL V[OLY MHJ[VYZ ^OPJO PUÅ\LUJL [OL WYVQLJ[PSL»Z
performance.

speed camera was also used to gain insights into other possible
factors besides the age of charges and projectiles that might
HɈLJ[ [OL WYVQLJ[PSL»Z WLYMVYTHUJL @H^PUN ^HZ VIZLY]LK PU
high-speed videos on some of the slender projectiles after
they exit the gun barrel (see Figure 10). Yawing would cause
OPNOLYHPYKYHN[V[OLWYVQLJ[PSLPUÅPNO[HUKHS[LY[OLWYVQLJ[PSL»Z
trajectory, resulting in larger dispersion and drop shots (see
Figure 11). Yawing of projectiles suggests the presence of
excessive in-bore balloting of the projectile. The gun jump
LɈLJ[VM[OLIHYYLS^V\SKHSZVJH\ZL[OLWYVQLJ[PSL[V`H^^OLU
it exits the barrel.

Note:
1) Each data point represents the PER results of a group of 10 rounds.
5VYTHSPZLK7,9PZL_WYLZZLKHZ7,9KP]PKLKI`P[ZHJJLW[HUJLZWLJPÄJH[PVU-VYL_HTWSLH5VYTHSPZLK7,9
VMTLHUZ[OH[P[Z7,9L_JLLKLKP[ZHJJLW[HUJLZWLJPÄJH[PVUI`[^V[PTLZ
3) Normalised Projectile Age is expressed as projectile age divided by projectile’s original shelf life.
-PN\YL,ɈLJ[VMWYVQLJ[PSLHNLVU7,9
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Note:
1) Each data point represents the PER results of a group of 10 rounds.
2)

Normalised Charge Age and Projectile Age are expressed as charge age and projectile age divided by their

respective original shelf life.
5VYTHSPZLK7,9PZL_WYLZZLKHZ7,9KP]PKLKI`P[ZHJJLW[HUJLZWLJPÄJH[PVU-VYL_HTWSLH5VYTHSPZLK7,9
VMTLHUZ[OH[P[Z7,9L_JLLKLKP[ZHJJLW[HUJLZWLJPÄJH[PVUI`[^V[PTLZ
-PN\YL ,ɈLJ[VMJOHYNLHNLHUKWYVQLJ[PSLHNLVU7,9

-PN\YL/PNOZWLLKWOV[VNYHWO`VMWYVQLJ[PSLZ`H^PUNPUÅPNO[

Trajectory of a yawing projectile

Normal trajectory

Figure 11. Yawing projectile drops short
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;VPU]LZ[PNH[LPM[OPZ^HZK\L[V[OLPUÅ\LUJLVMHNLKJOHYNLZ
and malfunction of aged projectile BBU, which might cause

In-bore Balloting Due to Barrel Wear
In-bore balloting is the lateral motion of a projectile
perpendicular to its longitudinal axis during in-bore travel,
resulting in the yawing phenomenon after the projectile exits
the muzzle.
A worn barrel will tend to cause in-bore balloting of the
projectile when it travels through the barrel. This would cause
[OLWYVQLJ[PSL[V`H^HUKOH]LHU\UZ[HISLÅPNO[\WVUT\aaSL
L_P[[OLYLI`HɈLJ[PUNP[ZKPZWLYZPVU)HYYLS^LHYPZYLWYLZLU[LK
PU [OL MVYT VM ,ɈLJ[P]L -\SS *OHYNL ;OL ZSLUKLY WYVQLJ[PSL
is prone to in-bore balloting as its alignment to bore axis is
sensitive to barrel wear. During the development of the slender
projectile, there were only new gun barrels available for test
ÄYPUN /LUJL [OL LɈLJ[ VM IHYYLS ^LHY VU [OL WYVQLJ[PSL»Z
performance was not well understood then.
Figure 12 shows the graph of PER versus barrel wear. The
results do not seem to suggest any obvious correlation
between PER and barrel wear. However, it shows that PER
variation beyond a certain level of barrel wear (refer to Point A
PU-PN\YLZLLTZ[VPUJYLHZLZPNUPÄJHU[S`

ZPNUPÄJHU[S`SHYNLY7,9L]LU^OLU[OLIHYYLS^LHY^HZTPSK
HT\S[PKPTLUZPVUHSWSV[PUJVYWVYH[PUN[OLLɈLJ[ZVMHSS[OYLL
factors (charge age, projectile age and barrel wear) was used
(see Figure 13). The charges were categorised into new and
aged charges, while barrel wear was categorised into mild,
moderate and severe. A graph of PER versus projectile age
was plotted for each of these categories. For new charges,
-PN\YLJVUÄYTZ[OH[[OL7,9]HYPH[PVUPUJYLHZLZ^P[OIHYYLS
wear, indicating that the projectile’s performance deteriorates
with barrel wear.
However, for aged charges, the variation in PER appears to
be comparable at moderate and severe barrel wear. Further
analysis was carried out on the data to include MV SD as one
of the parameters in the plot (see Figure 14). The data points
are coloured according to their respective MV SD values.
Poorer MV SD is indicated by darker colour turning from green
to dark red. Figure 14 shows that a possible reason why the
variations in PER are comparable at both moderate and severe
IHYYLS^LHYPZ[OLLɈLJ[VMWVVY4=:+(ZTLU[PVULKLHYSPLY
ageing charges result in instances when the MV SD is poor
HUKIL`VUKP[ZHJJLW[HUJLZWLJPÄJH[PVUZ;OL4=:+H[7VPU[
A – which is at the upper limit of the range of PER for moderate
IHYYLS^LHY¶^HZWVVY[O\ZYLZ\S[PUNPUZPNUPÄJHU[]HYPH[PVUZ
in PER even at moderate barrel wear.

Note:
1) Each data point represents the PER results of a group of 10 rounds.
5VYTHSPZLK7,9PZL_WYLZZLKHZ7,9KP]PKLKI`P[ZHJJLW[HUJLZWLJPÄJH[PVU-VYL_HTWSLH5VYTHSPZLK7,9
VMTLHUZ[OH[P[Z7,9L_JLLKLKP[ZHJJLW[HUJLZWLJPÄJH[PVUI`[^V[PTLZ
-PN\YL,ɈLJ[VMIHYYLS^LHYVU7,9
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Note: Each data point represents the PER results of a group of 10 rounds.
-PN\YL,ɈLJ[VMJOHYNLHNLWYVQLJ[PSLHNLHUKIHYYLS^LHYVU7,9

Note: Each data point represents the PER results of a group of 10 rounds.
-PN\YL,ɈLJ[VMJOHYNLHNLWYVQLJ[PSLHNLHUKIHYYLS^LHYVU7,9
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The PER vs MV SD graphs for slender and standard projectiles
are shown in Figures 17(a) and 17(b). The earlier section of

Other Inherent Factors
0UHKKP[PVU[V[OLLɈLJ[ZVMJOHYNLHNLTHSM\UJ[PVUVMHNLK
BBU and barrel wear, the study expanded to identify inherent
MHJ[VYZ [OH[ ^V\SK HɈLJ[ [OL WYVQLJ[PSL»Z WLYMVYTHUJL ;^V
factors that surfaced were the projectile body shape and the
N\UQ\TWLɈLJ[HYPZPUNMYVT[OLIHYYLSSLUN[O

In-bore Balloting Due to Projectile Body Shape
As the name suggests, the slender projectiles have a slimmer
WYVÄSL JVTWHYLK [V V[OLY Z[HUKHYK WYVQLJ[PSLZ 0[ PZ [OLYLMVYL

[OL HY[PJSL JVUÄYTLK [OH[ 7,9 PUJYLHZLZ ^P[O 4= :+ ;OPZ
is because inconsistent MV, which is attributed to ageing of
WYVWLSSPUNJOHYNLZHɈLJ[Z[OLWYVQLJ[PSL»ZKPZWLYZPVUPUYHUNL
Both graphs show that the PER increases with MV SD. The
band of PER vs MV SD appears to be a funnel shape for slender
projectile, while the band is narrower for standard projectile.
;OPZ ZOV^Z [OH[ [OLYL PZ ZPNUPÄJHU[ ]HYPH[PVU PU [OL ZSLUKLY
projectile’s performance compared to standard projectiles, as
[OLZSLUKLYWYVQLJ[PSLPZTVYLZLUZP[P]L[V[OLL_[LYUHSLɈLJ[Z
of barrel wear.

more prone to in-bore balloting as its alignment to bore axis
is sensitive to barrel wear as shown in Figure 15 below. Figure
JVUÄYTZ[OH[[OLKPZWLYZPVUZPUIV[OYHUNLHUKKLÅLJ[PVU
of the slender projectile were poorer compared to the standard
projectile.

Figure 15. Slender projectile is prone to bore-axis misalignment

Note:
1) Each data point represents the PER and PED results of a group of 10 rounds.
2) One of the 10 rounds hit the gun’s muzzle brake upon exit, resulting in a dislodged driving band. This caused
WVVYKPZWLYZPVUPUKLÅLJ[PVU
5VYTHSPZLK7,9HUK7,+HYLL_WYLZZLKHZ7,9HUK7,+KP]PKLKI`[OLPYYLZWLJ[P]LHJJLW[HUJLZWLJPÄJH[PVU
-VYL_HTWSLH5VYTHSPZLK7,9VMTLHUZ[OH[P[Z7,9L_JLLKLKP[ZHJJLW[HUJLZWLJPÄJH[PVUI`[^V[PTLZ
Figure 16. Comparison between dispersion performances of slender and standard projectiles
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Note:
1) Each data point represent the PER results of a group of 10 rounds.
2) Normalised PER, PED and MV SD are expressed as PER, PED and MV SD divided by their respective acceptance
ZWLJPÄJH[PVU-VYL_HTWSLH5VYTHSPZLK7,9VMTLHUZ[OH[P[Z7,9L_JLLKLKP[ZHJJLW[HUJLZWLJPÄJH[PVUI`
two times.
-PN\YLH,ɈLJ[VM4=:+VU7,9VMZSLUKLYWYVQLJ[PSLHUKILɈLJ[VM4=:+VU7,9VMZ[HUKHYKWYVQLJ[PSL

;OLN\UQ\TWLɈLJ[VMHOV^P[aLY[OH[OHZHSVUNIHYYLSPZTVYL

.\U1\TW,ɈLJ[
Gun jump is the variation in the angle between the barrel bore
H_PZ HUK [OL LɈLJ[P]L SPUL VM WYVQLJ[PSL KLWHY[\YL 6UL VM [OL
primary causes of gun jump is the bending oscillations of the
N\UIHYYLSK\YPUNÄYPUN;OLIHYYLSVZJPSSH[PVUOHZ[OLLɈLJ[VM
causing the projectile to leave the muzzle at an angle. This will
cause the projectile to yaw as it exits the barrel (see Figure 18).

pronounced than howitzers with a short barrel, as evident in
[OLKPZWLYZPVUYLZ\S[ZVM[OLWYVQLJ[PSLZ^OLUÄYLKI`OV^P[aLYZ
VMKPɈLYLU[IHYYLSSLUN[OZZLL-PN\YL ;OLYLZ\S[ZZOV^LK
that howitzers with a longer barrel performed poorer in terms
VMKPZWLYZPVUK\L[V[OLLɈLJ[VMN\UQ\TW

Short barrel

Long barrel

-PN\YL.\UQ\TWLɈLJ[VMOV^P[aLY^P[OHSVUNIHYYLS
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Note:
1) Each data point represent the PER and PED results of a group of 10 rounds.
  5VYTHSPZLK 7,9 HUK 7,+ HYL L_WYLZZLK HZ 7,9 HUK 7,+ KP]PKLK I` [OLPY YLZWLJ[P]L HJJLW[HUJL ZWLJPÄJH[PVU -VY
L_HTWSLH5VYTHSPZLK7,9VMTLHUZ[OH[P[Z7,9L_JLLKLKP[ZHJJLW[HUJLZWLJPÄJH[PVUI`[^V[PTLZ
Figure 19. Comparison in PER and PED between howitzers with short and long barrels

MOST SIGNIFICANT FACTOR
CAUSING POOR PERFORMANCE

WAY AHEAD

There are several causal factors behind the poor dispersion of
[OLZSLUKLYWYVQLJ[PSL;OLÄ]LMHJ[VYZ^OPJOHɈLJ[[OLIHSSPZ[PJZ
of the projectile are:

performance analysis of other types of ammunition, such
as the surveillance analysis of small and medium calibre
ammunition. There are various types of tests carried out for
the purpose of ammunition surveillance testing, such as visual
PUZWLJ[PVUÄYPUN[LZ[HUKSHIVYH[VY`[LZ[3HYNLHTV\U[VMKH[H

1) Inconsistent MV due to aged propelling charges
2) Malfunction of aged projectile BBU
3) Barrel wear
4) Projectile body shape
.\UQ\TWLɈLJ[
Figure 20 illustrates the impact of these factors on the
projectile dispersion represented by the PER. The PER results
VM[OLZSLUKLYHUKZ[HUKHYKWYVQLJ[PSLZÄYLKVU[OLYLZWLJ[P]L
howitzers with short and long barrels are represented by the
KPɈLYLU[JVSV\YLKKH[HWVPU[Z;OLIHYYLS^LHYPZYLWYLZLU[LK
by the size of each data point; the size increases with barrel
wear.
-PN\YL  JVUÄYTZ [OH[ [OL KPZWLYZPVU VM [OL Z[HUKHYK
projectiles performed better than the slender projectiles
regardless of projectile age and barrel wear. Hence, the
WYVQLJ[PSL IVK` ZOHWL PZ HZZLZZLK [V IL [OL TVZ[ ZPNUPÄJHU[
MHJ[VYPUPUÅ\LUJPUNP[ZIHSSPZ[PJZ
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The use of data visualisation can be expanded to the

are collected from these tests. Data visualisation can help to
surface relationships and patterns hidden in these data. This
will enable the detection of ammunition degradation and its
probable cause. Appropriate action can then be taken to keep
up the health of the ammunition stockpile.
In the case of slender projectile, the analysis showed that
besides the ageing of projectile and propelling charge
[OH[ ^V\SK UVYTHSS` HɈLJ[ P[Z WLYMVYTHUJL [OL WYVQLJ[PSL»Z
performance is unusually sensitive to barrel wear due to its
shape. Hence, it is recommended that such projectile should
VUS` IL ÄYLK MYVT IHYYLS ^P[O TPSK ^LHY ;OPZ PZ [V LUZ\YL
that the dispersion of the slender projectile remains within
acceptable limits. The study has also surfaced tilt over points
for charge age, projectile age and barrel wear, beyond which
there are large variations in the projectile performance. These
insights will be used to enhance our ammunition surveillance
methodology.

APPLICATION OF DATA VISUALISATION IN THE STUDY OF AMMUNITION PERFORMANCE

Note:
1) Each data point represent the PER results of a group of 10 rounds.
5VYTHSPZLK7,9PZL_WYLZZLKHZ7,9KP]PKLKI`P[ZHJJLW[HUJLZWLJPÄJH[PVU-VYL_HTWSLH5VYTHSPZLK7,9VMTLHUZ
[OH[P[Z7,9L_JLLKLKP[ZHJJLW[HUJLZWLJPÄJH[PVUI`[^V[PTLZ
3) Normalised Projectile Age is expressed as projectile age divided by projectile’s original shelf life.
-PN\YL,ɈLJ[VM7YVQLJ[PSL(NLVU7,9

CONCLUSION

ENDNOTES

Data visualisation is a useful tool to better understand and
compare the trends and patterns on degrading performance of

1

[OLKPɈLYLU[[`WLZVMHTT\UP[PVU;OL\ZLVMKH[H]PZ\HSPZH[PVU
has helped to identify the probable causal factors behind the
degradation in performance of a slender projectile. This study
OHZ HSZV OPNOSPNO[LK [OL PTWVY[HUJL VM L_[LUZP]L SP]L ÄYPUN
test at the developmental phase to ensure the design of the

will impact. The equation is given by:

projectile performs as expected throughout its life, especially
for a newly designed projectile that will be used on a newly
designed weapon.

  ;OL WYVIHISL LYYVY PU YHUNL VY KLÅLJ[PVU MYVT [OL TLHU
point of impact refers to the zone in which 50% of all rounds

2

Barrel length is indicated by number of times the calibre,

i.e. projectile’s diameter. 39-calibre and 52-calibre denote
the barrel length is 39 x 155mm (6045mm) and 52 x 155mm
(8060mm), respectively.
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